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One hundred second graders from a midwestern city were given an oral

syntax test which measured seventeen syntactic competencies and a parallel

written syntax test. Metropolitan reading and Slosson intelligence tests were

also administered.

Significant relationships between syntax attainment and reading

achievement (R=.70) and between reading achievement and certain syntactic

competencies were found. The competencies most closely associated with read-

ing achievement. were compound subject formation, adjective and adverb modi-

fication in -the N/V statement, and auxiliary verb question formation.

The causative effect of syntax attainment on the reading achievement

of the subjects was demonstrated through analysis of redundancy coefficients.

Syntax attainment was also shown to be significantly superior to intelligence

as a predictor of reading achievement.

Results of the study imply the importance of syntax attainment in

assessment of reading achievement, in reading instruction, and in the develop-

ment of models of the reading process.
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SECOND GRADE SYNTAX ATTAINMENT

AND READING ACHIEVEMENT

Uncertainty about the role of language development in chi ldren's

learning to read has increased over the last ten years. At one

were confident that children having mastered oral language befor

time experts

e they

entered school, were ready in first grade to tackle more advanced

tasks. When new tools for language analysis became available, the

linguistic

it application

revealed that some oral language competencies, especially those inv olving the

use or comprehension of certain syntactic structures, are acquired a

school entry.

The realization that syntax acquisition is not totally a prescho

fter

1

phenomenon has raised questions about its relationship to reading achie vement

that researca has not satisfactorily answered. Studies conducted with f

grade subje.ts have produced a variety of findings, and the concensus of

conclusions from first grade studies differs from the consistent conclusio

of researchers who have worked with subjects above the second grade level.

First grade studies (Bougere, 1969; Walker, 1970; Sheldon, 1971) have

tended to show that although oral syntax test results contribute to the

predictive value of reading readiness tests, syntax attainment alone is not

significantly related to reading achievement. Findings seem to vary with the

syntax measure employed and/or the length of time between syntax and reading

test administrations. A significant relationship between syntax attainment

and reading achievement (r=.56) was observed by Ruddell (1968), who administered

Brown, Frazier, and Bellugi's Test of Syntax to first graders eight months before

irst

n
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measuring their reading achievement. Many of the researchers who observed

no significant difference employea as a syntax measure the complexity of

spontaneous speech (Martin; 1955; Winter, 1957; Bougere, 1969).

Only one study, Strickland's (1962) has included second grade subjects.

Like the first grade studies that used a general measure of oral sentence

complexity as a syntax test, Strickland found that syntactic complexity and

reading achievement were not significantly correlated.

For older children, however, a relationship between oral syntax attain-

ment and reading achievement has been consistently demonstrated. In 1941

Gibbons reported a correlation of .72 between a measure of thy, oral sentence

constructions of third graders and their reading achievement. Later studies

have continued to report significant correlations (Sauer, 1968; Calvert, 1972;

Defrenbaugh, 1973).

The study reported here was initiated in response to puzzlement over

discrepencies among results of previous studies and interest in applying an

mstrument that enaJled measurements of both oral and written syntactic

competencies.

Purpose

The purpose of the study was to answer the following questions: 1)

Is the syntax attainment of second graders related to their reading achievement?

2) Are syntax attainment and reading achievement equally gooa predictors of

one another? 3) Is any single oral or written syntactic competency especially

related to reading achievement? 4) Is syntax attainment or intelligence more

significantly related to reading achievement?
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Subjects

Subjects for the study were one hundred second graders who attended

three schools serving middle-class populations in a midwestern city of approx-

imately 125,000. The sample was controlled to exclude children who had severe

articulation or hearing problems, children who did not have parental permission

to participate, and children who had not attended schools of the local district

in first and second grades.

Instruments

The Pattern and Precision Transformation subtests of the Sentence

Construction Test, Level B, one of a series of language arts tests being

developed at the University of Pittsburgh under the direction of Dr. Harry W.

Sartain, served as a written syntax measure. (See Appendix A). Items from

the Pattern and Precision Transformation Screening subtests of the Sentence

Construction Test, Level B, were presented as an oral syntax test. (See

Appendix B). Each of the sy-fax test.; included items that measured children's

. performance of seventeen syntactic competencies.) These competencies involved

forming sentences of specified patterns; inserting noun markers, adjectives,

and adverbs in given kernal sentences; and applying sentence-combining

transformations to given sentences.

1
The validity of the syntax instruments was confirmed by a panel of

experts. Reliabilities were assessed as part of this study and were considered
adequate for its purposes. Detailed information on the characteristics of the
instruments may be obtained from the author.

7
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The formats of the oral and written tests were similar. Children were

presented with an oral or written example of a sentence pattern, modification,

or transformation. They were then supplied with appropriate words, and sen-

tences, or sentences and asked to perform the task illustrated by the

example. Two trials of each of the seventeen competencies were part of the

oral test. The written test contained four trials of each competency.

The Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primary II Reading Test, provideJ

measures of reading achievement. Each child's IQ was measured by the Slosson

Intelligence Test.

Procedure

The oral syntax test was administered to each subject in early riarch.

Groups of children then took the written syntax test in four sittings, spaced

one week apart. Du'ring the period of administration of the written test, each

subject was also given the Slosson test. The Metropolitan reading tests were

administered to groups of children in late April.

After significant correlations between intelligence and reading

achievement (r=.57) and between intelligence and syntax attainment (r=.49)

had been demonstrated, the effect of intelligence differences was held constant.

The re'ationship of syntax attainment to reading achievement was assessed

through partial canonical correlation. Redundancy coefficients were used to

further analyze their relationship. The relationships of particular syntactic

competencies to reading achievement were assessed through partial biserial

correlations. Fisher's Zr transormation was used to compare the correlations

of reading achievement with syntax attainment and intelligence.

8
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Results

1. The first canonical correlate of syntax attainment with reading

achievement, .70, was significant beyond the .01 level. The second canonical

correlate was not significant at the .05 level.

2. The redundancy of each test battery with the other was investigated

to determine the extent to which one was a predictor of the other. Comparison

of redundancy coefficients demonstrated that syntax attainment better accounted

for reading achievement than reading achievement accounted for syntax attainment

(R1=.60, R2=.43).

3. Oral syntactic competencies that were significantly positively

correlated with reading achievement were (p.05): 1) application of

sentence-combining transformations to produce compound subjects 2) adjective

and adverb modification in the simple N/V statement 3) formation of auxiliary

verb questions. All but one of the written syntactic competencies were

significantly positively correlated with reading achievement (1)4.05). The

competencies whose correlations were greatest were those whose correlations

had also been significant in the oral mode and 4) noun marker modification

in the direct object statement.

4. The correlation of reading achievement with syntax attainment

(r=.70) was significantly greater than the correlation of reading achievement

with intelligence (r=.57).

Discvssion

This study demonstrated a substantial relationship between the syntax

attainment, as measured by oral and written performance of seventeen syntactic

competencies, and the reading achievement of one hundred sorond graders. It

differed from previous studies in its inclusion of a written syntax measure

9
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and from most previous primary stu6ies in its measurement of specific charac-

teristics of responses to exampla sentences. Perhaps because of these

differences from previous work, the correlation between the syntax attainment

and reading achievement of subjects of this study was of a magnitude formerly

associated with older children.

Two explanations of this finding are possible. First, it may be that

a consistent relationship between syntax attainment and reading achievement

exists but has not shown up in some previous studies. First grade studies

which used the length or complexity of spontaneous utterances as a syntax measure

failed to find a relationship between syntax and reading. Significant

relationships have tended to result from the use of instruments that probe

children's utterances of specific structures in response to examples or

leading questions. Such sophistocated measures of syntax must be applied at

numerous reading levels to further test the consistency of the relationship

between syntax attainment and reading achievement.

A second possibility is that the relationship between syntax and

reading is not consistent but has a tendency to increase with age or amount

of reading instruction. Perhaps the word-by-word reading characteristic of

beginners is less affected by a child's syntax. attainment than is his more

mature reading. Or, perhaps syntax attainment and reading achievement are

interactive so that a child's reading is influenced by his syntactic

competency, whicn is influenced, in turn, by his reading.

This study has demonstrated that, for the second grade subjects

considered, syntax attainment was a better predictor of reading achievement

than was reading of syntax attainment. This finding does not rule out a

10
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reciprocal interaction theory, however. It simply implies that at the

second grade level, syntax seems to contribute more to reading achievement

than vice versa.

In addition to its finding of a global relationship between syntax

attainment and reaoing achievement, this study has shown that certain oral

and written syntactic competencies were especially closely related to the

reading achievement of the second graders tested. The competencies most

significantly related to reading in both the oral and written modes were

sentence-combining transformation to form compound subjects, adjective and

adverb modification in the N/V statement, and auxiliary verb question

formation. Noun marker modification in the direct object statement (in the

written mode) was also significantly related to reading.

Although causation cannot be assumed from correlation alone, analysis

of redundancy coefficients showed that, for the subjects of this study, syntax

attainment was a predictor of reading achievement. The existence of a causa-

tive relationship has implications for both reading diagnosis and instruction.

Syntax attainment appears to be a better predictor of reading achievement

than intelligence, which is commonly included in formulas for Reading

Expectancy Leval. The findings of this study suggest that a syntax measure,

probably one based on those competencies which were shown to be most closely

related to reading achievement, should be given diagnostic consideration and

should, perhaps, replace intelligence in REL determination. The causative

relationship of syntax attainment to reading achievement at the second grade

level implies the importance of his/her language experiences on a child's

reading instruction. Consideration of the results of this study should lead

to adoption of reading curriculum that takes advantage of children's prior

knowledge of syntax and facilitates their further syntax growth.

11.
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SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION > PATTERN TRANSFORMATIONS

->PatteuTnamlioAmatiow_ SPECIFICATION

Comptetenu6 COMPREHENSIVE

Pnecizion TunqoAmationb TEST

LEVEL INGitcumati.cat Te Aminotogy

Name of Pupil

Age years and months School

Name of Teacher
or Examiner

.....n.m.-

Grade or
Level

Date of
Testing

......... .
DIAGNOSTIC ERROR SPECIFICATION

Item
Number
Possible

Acceptable
Level

Number
Right

Related MeasureS'
Recommended

A. N/V Statement 4 3

B. a /V /N Statement 4 3

C. N/Vto be/Adj Statement 4 3

D. N/Vto be/N Statement 4 3

E. Wh-guest ion 4 3

F. Auxiliary Verb Question 4 3

G. Negative Sentenc3 4 3

INSTRUCTIONAL RECCMMENDATIONS

Diagnostic Progress Assessment in Language Arts
Falk School Research Office

Harry W. Sartain Conrad Seamen Linda S. Benedict
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1.
A. Noun/Verb Statement

11
iiirectlons to be Road Aloud by the Teacher:

(N your paper aro two boxes with words in them. We are going to pick
one word from the first box and ono word from the second box and then make a
sentence out of the two words. Underneath the boxes someone has already made
one sentence for us. Can all of you read the sentence which Is below
the two boxes for us? (Call on a volunteer to read It.) Can you tell which
Word they took from the first box? (bike) Can you find which word they took
from the second box? (goes) Yes, they took the words "bike" and "goes"
and mado the sentence "My new bike goes fast."

Now see if you can make four sentences using a word from each box in
each sentence. Write your sentences on the lines beside the numbers. Your
first sentence will begin by the number one. If you don't know how to spell
a word, you may spell it the best way you can. If you can't read any of the
words in the boxes, raise your hand and I will help you.

boy

car she

man they

dog bike

runs went

works read

stops plays

eats goes

Examp I e: My new b ke goes fast .

1

2.

J.

PAT-B a Score (4) _________ 15

P

P

P



2.

B. Noun/Verb/Dirnct Object Statem qt 12

Direct Ion, to he Rnad Aloud by the Teacher:
uu your p000r ,310 111100 boxes with words In them. Inku ono word from tho

first box, one word from the second box and one word from the third box. Make
a sentence from the three words.

Under the boxes is a sentence that has already been made for us. (Have a
child read it and find the words taken from each box.)

Now see if you can make four sentences. Use one word from each box for
each sentence. Wr;te your sentences on the Ilnes. ...

she mother
I pup
boy lom

py
rang wags
ate drew
made pulled

She rano, the b i g be I I .

bell -)icture
tail oeds
candy wagon

2 .

PAT-B b Score (4)

16

P

P

P

P



C. Noun/Verb to be/Adjective Statc ant
3.

13

Directions to be Road Aloud by the Teacher:
On your paper are ihr7o boxes; wish words In them. Take one word from the

first box, one word from the second box, and one word from the third box.
Make a sentence from the three words.

Under the boxes is a sentence like the ones you are to make. (Have a
child read it and find the words takan from each box.)

Now see if you can make four sentences. Use one word from each box
for each sentence. Write your sentences on the lines.

children
coat
man

she
they
cat

The man is very old,

Is
are
was
were

cold sad
happy funny
old new

2

PAT-B c Score (4)

17

P

P

P



1

(1. Neu t 1/ Ve i b to hr/Noun S I.-lit smell I
'I

14
DirectiOnc to be Road Aloud by the Teacher:

On your paper are three boxes with words in them. Take one word from the
first box, one word from the second box, and one word from the third box.
Make a sentence from the Three words. You may use more words if you like.

Under the boxes is a sentence like the ones you are to make. (Have a
child read it and find the words taken from each box.)

Now see if you can make four sentences. Use one word from each box for
each sentence. Write your sentences on the lines.

I
1

nc
cJIt we
Ann they

are was
\Atere I S

am

Ann i s a pretty girl.

boy father
friends pet
child 'girl

PAT-B d Score (4)

18

P

P

P

P
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SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION PATTERN AND PRECISION TRANSFORMATIONS

WRITTEN
SPECIFICATION
TEST

LEVEL B
PART 2

Name of Pupil

19



PireclIons to be) Road Aloud lho
16

On your papor is a box with so, o words in it. You aro going to use the
words in the box to change statements into questions. Each statement has
some words that are underlined. Find iho word in the box that can be used
instead of the underlined words. Write a question beginning with that word.

Underneath the box is en example of what you are going to do. Look at it
with me. (Can all of you read it?) (Allow a child to read it.) Now who can
read the question which was made from that statement?

Now see if you can make four questions out of the four statoments beiow.
Be sure to use a word from the box. Write your question on the lines.

what
who
how

where
when
why

Examp I e: Statement: Our pol ay wi I I be in the
morn ing.

Quest ion: '.1\fhen will our p I ay bo?

1. Statement : Torn wants a ba I I for his
rthday.

Question:

T

2. Statement: ":e will go to New York on our
tr 12.

Question:

T

3. Statement: Jane i sn t at school because
she is sick .

Question:

Y. Statement : The surpr i se H I l be a tr ip
to the zoo.

Question:

PAT-B e Score (4)

20

T



F. Auxiliary Verb Question

Directions to be Read Aloud by the Teacher:
On this page you are going to change statements into questions. You

will use all the words that are in the statement, but you will change the
order of the words to make a question.

One example has been done for us. Let's look at it. Find the place
where it says "Example" right under the line on your paper. Can all,of us
read the statement? (One child reads aloud.) Can anyone think of a way to use.
those same words to make a question? (Discuss question.)

On your paper are four statements. Try to change them into questions.
Write your questions on the lines.

6.
17

Example: Statement: ',\'e are going on a
picnic.

Quest i on: Are we ooing on a
picnic

1 . Statement: He vii I I come to my house.

Question:

2. Statement: vie have seen three birds.
Question:

StateFlent: Ann wi i I write a story.

Question:

4. Statement: They have pone on a ma lk
Question:

PAT-B f Score (4)

21

P

P

P



G. Negative Sentence

Directions to be Rend Aloud ty the Teacher:
On this page you are going to clang(. sentences into negative sentences.

Let's look at lhe example that has bean done for us. Find the word "Examplo"
right underneath the line. Beside ho word "Sentence" it says "I am going
for a walk." Who can road the negative sentence which Is underneath it?
What word was added to make it a negative sentence? (Not)

There are four sentences on this page. You are to change them into
negative sentences in the same way it was done in the example. Write your
negative sentences on the lines.

18
7.

1

E x a m p l e : Sentence: I am c: o i n o for a w a l k .

Nen ,7)t i ve
Sehtence: I am not going for a

wa I k.

1. Sentence: I wi I I red this book.
Nenative
Sentence:

2. Sentence: Sue can run very fast.
Neative
Sentence:

3. Sentence: It is raininci today.

Necotive
Sentence:

11. Sentence: I am very hcppy.

Nec;ative
Sentence:

PAT-0 g Score (4)
22

P

P



A. Nun hor1,0( tint Adri,livo in 1 un/Vorb (JIalemont
I.

Directions to be Read Aloud by the Teacher:
On your paper are two boxes with words in them. There are also

score sentences on your paper. Write each sentence again using at least
one word from each box. An example has been done for you. Let's look
at it. (Discuss the sentence and how it has been changed by adding
words from the boxes.)

On this page are four sentences. Write each sentence agaip by takingat least one word from each box and adding it to the sentence. Write your,
new sentences on the lines.

19

a the
this that

little
funny
pretty

big

Example: A. Boy cries.

The I itt le boy cries.

1. Doo barks.

2. Tree grolAis.

3. Girl runs.

W. Bell rings.

PRT-B a,b Score (4)

23

T

T

T

T



B. Adverb In Noun/Verb Statement 2.

Directions to be Read Aloud by the Teacher:
20

On your paper are some son7aos and a box with some words In it.
Write each sentence again using one word from the box in the sentence.
There Is an example which has been dons for us. Let's look at it.
(Guide children In reading and discussing the example.)

Now write each of the four sentences which are on your paper again.
Use one word from the box in each sentence. Write your sentencasson the
lines.

away quickly
nicely quietly
high again n

Example: A. John runs.
John runs qui ckl y.

1. The chi I dren p lay
fa ../ .1 Egima.

MIAMMINwo..
2, Cat sleeps.

01...1/111.11.01111.14..1110111/...11. 011.1111.1111.......mally.

".I....bawMmg.,..sAil.

3. Frog jumps.

LI. Bunny hops,

........

PRT-8 c Score (4)
04100.0.110.110..WOrral....W.AIROAM*T 24
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SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION------FATURN AND PRECISION TRANSFORMATIONS

MMIIMEIMIIMII.M.1

WRITTEN
SPECIFICATION
TEST

LEVEL B
PART 3

Name of Pupil

25



C. Adjective and Adverb In NounN .h Statement 3.

22
Directions to be Read Aloud by the Teacher:

On your paper are some sentences. There also are two boxes with
words in them. Write each sentence again using at least one word from
each box in each sentence. There is an example which has been done for
us. Let's look at it. (Guide children in reading and discussing
example.)

Now write each of the four sentences which are on your papEir again.
Use at least one word from each box in each sentence. Write your
sentences on the lines.

b i o funny
olio happy
new sad

away quickly down
fast softly up
soon slowly

Example: A. The clown danced.
The funny c I own danced quickly.

I. The l ad', a I ked.

2. The bird f I ow .

3. The child fell.

The car stops.

PRT-B d Score (4)
26

T

T

T

T



D. Noun Markers in N/V/N l',-1-alemen' 4.

23
Directions to be Read Aloud by the Teacher:

On your paper are some sentences. There is also a box with words in
it. Write the sentences again and add two words from the box to make it
sound right. An example has been done for us. Let's look at it. The
sentence says, "Girl wrote story." Now let's read the new sentence which
is written for us. (A girl wrote that story.) Can you find which words
have been added to the sentence? (A, that) Those words both came from
the box.

Now write each of the four sentences on your paper again. Add two
words from the box to make the sentence easier to understand. Write your
new sentences on the lines.

a an
the these
that those

ExPmp I e: A. Girl wrote story.

A gir I wrote that story.

1. Boy found ba I I .

-_

Doc; bit caq.

,.. Teacher read story.

il. Chi I dren have books.

PRT-43 e Score (4)

27

T

T

T

T



5. .

E. Noun Marker and Adjective In Simpl SuJoct of Noun/Verb/Noun Sttcw.:nt

Direct iong to bn Read Aloud by thq Teacher:
On your paper are some sentences. 'here also are two bozos with words

In them. Writo tho sentences again using one word from each box to tell
more about the word with tho line undor It In the sentence. Let's look

et the example. (Discuss example with children.)
Write the four sentences which aro on your paper again. Use cm;

word from each box to tel more about the word with the line under 'it.

Write your new sentences on tho linos.

...=.1 ..alem11, MOONIIMNIM1.11. /'....41110,.......^
that an
a this
the these

happy good
tall nice
old fat I

Example: A. Boy drew that picture.
A happy boy drew that picture,

1c Girl wrote a letter .

. Lady made 000d cookies.
101.11111,06.

.=......
3. Ohi I dren sang a song.

4011.W........
ftlO MM.MMONMOMOOWW...f M.=M/MMIIMMMO,/W.

1/. Man walked his.dog.mwm /MMINO111o
NorMe VUMW

28

T

T



6.
F. Noun Marker angpljective for Dire Lal2E-121Noun/Vorb/Noun Statement

Directions to ba Read Aloud by the Teacher:80
On your paper aro some sentences. There are also two boxes with

words In them. Write the sentences again using one word from each box
to tell more about the word with the line under it in the sentence.
Let's look at the example. (Discuss example with children.)

Write the four sentences which are on your paper again. Use one
word from each box to tell more about the word with the line under It.
Write your new sentences on the lines.

.=1.11...

25

./.00,111 ...._....1 1.y.....

a that good long
the this hard 1)1
an these new old

Example: A. The man told story.
The man to I d on o I d story.

1. Tom played game .*...11...
.........

2. Baby had cook ie.

=allIIII80.

6.

3. The dog had bone.

../.,Iam.y4.111
L/. That bird has worm.

11111111.
11

11111

vasimmowaw.........
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Comptetene46
COMPREHENSIVE

PatteAn TitamStinmation4
SPECIFICATION

1)/teciAsion Manz 6o/unation4 TEST
Gneunaticat re/mil:Q.0y./

LULL

Name of Pupil

Age years and months School

Name of Teacher

or Examiner

Grade or
Level

Date of
Testing

-IIAGNOSTIC ERROR SPECIFICATION

Item
Number
Possible

Acceptable
Level

Number
Right

Related Measures
Recommended

A.
noun Marker and Adjective
in N/V Statement 4 3 .

B. Adverb in N/V Statement 4 3

C.
Adjective and Adverb
In N/V Statement 4 3

D. Noun riarkers in N/V/N 4 3

E.
Noun Mari:er and Adjective
In Simple Subject 4 3

Noun Marker and Adjective
F

' in Direct Object 4 3

G. Adjective Clause(Who, That) 4 3

H. Relative Adverbs(When, 'Jhere) 4 3

Prepositional Phrase
1

as Noun Modifier 4 3

J. Compound Subject 4 3

INSTRUCTIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Diagnostic Progress Assessment In Language Arts
Falk School Research Office

Harry W. Sartain Conrad Seamen Linda S. Benedict
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k.. AtuvOlv.. (.Idio (411,,, !hot) 7.
27Directions to be Read Aloud by the Teacher:,

On this page you are going to combine two sentences into one sentence.
Use one word from the box and make each pair of sentences into one new
sentence. Write your new sentence on the lines. (Teacher looks at
example with children and leads discussion.)

Now do the sentences below.

who
that

Example: A. '..le saw the dog.

B. The dog was brown.

C. The doa that we saw was brown.

1. A. I drew a picture.
B. The pi cture was pretty.

C.

2. A. She reed a book.
B. The book was about horses.

C.

3. A. He played a game.
B. The game was footba I l .

C.

Y. ,A,. ',,le found a kitten.
B. The kitten was cry ing.

C.

PRT -fl h Snrn (4) 31
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Directions to he Rend Aloud by
-76

:0o.Teechor:
n th is n7lge-nre WM3 woid..; In n box. Use a word from the box tO

combine the -two sonlences. Write your new sentonco on tho linos.
look at tho example with mo. (Guide students in melding and

discussing example.)

u.

r-766i, -1

where

ren...waslo

Example: A. This is the room.
B. I sleep in it.
C. This is the room where I sleep.

1. A, There is the store.
B. I buy food there..
C.

oin ef.'fMe.,.. ....//............w.,..../n111010
%WINN VIAMOWNIOMM.IPEONME04,0

2. A, This is the house.
B. I live in it,
C.)

.....11
3. A. This is the place.

B. Joe fell here.
C. ______________

4. A. This is the. time.
B. I go home now.
C.

no111.111

aarlaI/INI.11100

Ob.

PRT-B i Score (4)
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1. Prepositional Phrase as Noun r difier

Directions to hr' Road Aloud by fra: Teacher:
Combine two sentences into ono sentence.

299.

Example: A. The cat is on the chair'.

B. The cat is sleeping.

C. The cat on the chair is
s I eep i ng.

. . The fl-owers are on the table.
B. The flowers are red.

C.

I

2. A. The boy is in the room.

B. The boy is sad.
C.

3. A. The chi ldren are at school .

B. The chi ldren are reading.

C.

The story is about horses.

B. The story is good.

C.

PRT-B j Score (4)
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J Compound Sub lect 10.
03

Directions to he Read Aleud by the Teacher:
You are going to make two sentences into one sentence. Use the

word and to help you do this.

(Lead chlidren in discussing example.)
Now join the two sentences into one sentence. Write your new

sentences on the !Ines.

Example: A. Jane can jump.

B. I can jump.

C. Jane and I can jump.

1 A. Dogs are good pets.
B. Cats are good pets.

C.

z. A. My brother ran.
B. I ran.

C.

3, A. Boys play..
B. Girls play.

C.

A . A p p l e s are good to eat.
B. Oranges are good to eat.

C.

PRT-B k Score (4)
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SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION PATTERN AND PRECISION TRANSFORMATION

ORAL
SCREENING
TEST

LEVEL BBBBBBBBBBB

Name of Pupil

Birthdate

Name of Teacher

School

Grade or
Level

Date of
Testing__

Item
DIAGNOSTIC ERROR SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS Item

Number Acceptable Number Break-
Possible Number Right down

A 4/11 Statement

B. N V N Statement
C. N Vbe Ad' Statement
D. N Vbe N Statement
E 4111 uestion

2

2

2

2
F, Auxiliary_ Verb Question 2

G, Negative Sentence
H. Noun Marker and Adj in

N V Statement
I Adv in N V Statement

2

2
Adj and Adv in N V Statement 2

K. Noun Markers in N 0 N
.1_,J Noun Marker and AlLin SS 2

M. Noun Marker and Add in DO
N Ad ective Clause
0 Relative Adverb
F. Prepositional Phrase as

Noun Modifier 2

2

2

2
2

2

2
Q. Compound Subject

Totals

2

INSTRUCTIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Diagnostic Progress Assessment in Language Arts
Falk School Research Office

Harry W. Sartain Conrad Seaman Linda S. Benedict Mary M. Harris
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I am interested in learning about the kind of sentences children
say and the kind of sentences they write. Today I'm going to ask you
to say some sentences for me.

A Noun/Verb Statement
First, I'd like to show you some pictures. I will say a sentence

for each picture.
The white snow falls.
The boy is sitting on the chair.

I will show you another picture, but this time you make up a sentence.
Tell me a sentence like "The white snow falls" or "The boy is sitting
on the chair" for this picture...Make up a sentence just like that for
this picture (like "The white snow falls" or "The boy is sitting on
the chair. ").

A2.

B. Noun/Verb/Direct Object Statement
Now I'll show you some other pictures and tell you a different kind

of sentence. Say each sentence after me.
The girl is petting the dog.
The kitten drinks milk.

Make up sentences like "The girl is petting the dog" and "The kitten
drinks milk" for this picture...Make up a sentence just like that for
this one.

81. B2.

it_Noubla3LAcijective Statement
I'm going to tell you a different kind of sentence now.
The flower is red.
The man is tall.

Tell me a sentence like "The flower is red" and "The man is tall"
for this picture...Tell me a sentence like that for this one.

Cl. C2.

p4.212212/1e/LbeiNoun Statement
The next picture I'll show you has a different kind of sentence.
The man is a teacher.
The dog, is a puppy.

Tell me a sentence like "The man is a teacher" and "The dog is a
puppy" for this picture...Tell me the same kind of sentence for this
picture,

Dl. D2,

E. Wh-Question
I will say a sentence. You make up a question using my sentence.

Make up a question that begins witn who from "My friend is Sue."
(Repeat.) (If necessary, suggest "Who is my friend?")

Let's try another one. Make up a question that begins with when
from "We will play after lunch." (If necessary, suggest "When will we
play?")

37
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El. Make up a question that begins with where from "We will go home."

E2. Make up a question that begins with when from umy birthday is
tomorrow."

F. Auxiliary Verb Question
Now, when I say a sentence you are going to turn it into a question

by turni_,, the words around. If I say "We will see a play," you say
"Will we see a playV' What if I say, "He can lift the box"? (If neces-
sary, suggest "Can he lift the box?")

Fl. We can run fast. F2. They will sing.

G. Nerative Sentence
Now, when I say a sentence, you are going to turn it into a negative

sentence like this: if I say "The grass will grow," you say "The grass
will not grow."

Gi. We can play football. G2. It is warm today.

H. Noun Marker and Adjective_in Noun/Verb Statement
I have some little cards here. These cards say that and pretty_.

I will tell you same words, too. Put the words I say and the words on
the cards together in ono sentence. Do not use any other words. Use
that and pretty with "Bird sings." ...Let's try some more.

Hl. Use little and the with H2. Use this and new with "car goes."
"boy plays."

I. Adverb in Noun/Verb Statement

11. Use fast with "Tom runs." 12. Use well with "Ann reads."

J. _Adjective and Adverb in Noun/Verb Statement

J1. Use bir and down with "The J2. Use slowly and blue with "The
dish fell." bell rang."

K. Noun Markers An NounlVerb/Noun Statement
These cards say: ha hit ball. That makes sense by itself, but it

is not the way you would say it. Add some words to make those words
into a better sentence.
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Ki. K2. Do the same with bird made nest.

L. Noun Marker anciAdiestin Simple Subject of NJVJN Statement

Li. Use that and happy, with "man L2. Use little and a with "baby
washed his car." ate his food."

M. Noun Marker and Adjective in Direct Object of N V N Statement

Mi. Use good and that with "Mother M2. Use a and lazwith "We have
made cake." house."

N. Adjective Clause
Now, I'm going to give you just one word, that. You will use that

to put two sentences together into one. Put these two sentences together
using that: "She saw the bird." "The bird was blue." (Here is a way to
do it: "The bird that she saw was blue.")

Let's try another one. Put these two sentences together using that:

Ni. He had a pencil. N2. She found a book.
The pencil was new. The book was mine.

0, Relative Adverbs
This word is where. Can you put these two sentences together using

where: "This is the chair." "I sit here." (Here is a way to do it:
"This is the chair where I sit.")

01. Put these two sentences to- 02.
gether using when:
I go home.
School is over then.

Put these two sentences together
using where:
This is the place.
I fell here.

P. Prepositional Phrase as Noun Modifier
Put these two sentences together into one. You will not need any

extra words. In fact, you will want to take out some words. Listen:
"The milk is in the glass." "The milk is cold." (Here is a shorter
way to do it: "The milk in the glass is cold." Try to put these two
sentences together my waiT7

P1. The dog is in the yard.
The dog is barking.

P2. Thq candy is in her hand.
The candy is good.
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Q. Compound Subject
Put these two sentences together using and. "The boy fished."

"His father fished." (Here is a shorter way to do it: "The boy.and
his father fished." Do you hear the difference? Try to put these two
sentences together my way.)

Q1. Tom played. Q2. You run.
Dan played. I run.

4 0


